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Corona Cartel SI 97

Fast First Prize SI 102

Red Hot Rhythm SI 99

Elite Speedette SI 81


1st dam

Maya Red Hot, by Red Hot Rhythm. Unraced. Sister to Saras First Card SI 88. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 to race, 3 ROM–

Mayas Signature SI 98 (f. by Fast Prize Cartel). Winner to 3, $26,425, 3rd California Breeders Debutante S. [R].

2nd dam

Elite Speedette SI 81, by First Down Dash. Unplaced. Sister to Speedy Empress SI 104. Dam of 7 foals to race, 5 winners, 6 ROM–

Saras First Card SI 88 (f. by Red Hot Rhythm). Winner at 2, $10,415, 3rd Hazel Park Futurity. Dam of–

SUPER STARR SI 101. 2 wins to 3, $21,037, Idaho Cup Futurity [R], 2nd Roche Equine Futurity. Memories Of Hadtobe SI 98. Winner at 2. Dam of–


CHECKSPEED SI 95. 2 wins to 5, $68,373, Wild West Futurity, 2nd The Plan H., Mount Rushmore Overnight H.

3rd dam

ELITE EMPRESS SI 96, by Casady Casanova. 8 wins to 3, $110,212, Lassie H. [G2], Jet Deck H. [G3], Vandy's Flash H. [G3], Pacific H., 2nd Los Alamitos Derby [G1], 3rd Anne Burnett Inv. H. [G1], QHBC Freshman [G3], etc. Dam of 6 foals to race, 3 winners, 6 ROM–

Speedy Empress SI 104 (First Down Dash). Champion 2-Year-Old Filly. 7 wins to 3, $494,716, 2nd All American Futurity [G1], Texas Classic Futurity [G1], 3rd Rainbow Derby [G1], finalist in Kansas Futurity [G1]. Dam of–

SPEED SMITH SI 121. 9 wins to 6, $159,206, QHRA Of Indiana SSA Derby, Hazel Park Challenge S.-NTR, Don Boyd Mem. H., 2nd QHRAI Derby, etc. SPEEDING SI 118. 4 wins to 5, $100,148, Remington Dash, Texas Twister S. [R], 2nd Blink of an Eye Dash, Bammaster Sprint [R], Rainbow Juv. [R]. Dam of Bolt SI 92.

GRAFORD SI 92. 3 wins to 5, $34,331, Retama Park Juvenile S. [R], 3rd Harrah's Dash S. qualified to Sam Houston Futurity [G1].

Awesomo SI 100. 2 wins to 4, $21,363, 2nd Horseman's Derby, 3rd Canada Derby Challenge, finalist in Canadian Cup Futurity [R] [G3].

Race Valentine SI 94. Winner to 3, $12,309. Dam of A HOT VALENTINE SI 107 ($32,505), Krash Cartel SI 98 ($208,797 [G1]).


ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge, Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut., Golden State Million Fut.

Cal-Bred.